EMAS Policy Statement
In addition to our on-going commitment in achieving compliance with the recognised
‘Environmental Management Standard’ – BS EN ISO 14001, we at Haigh Rail Limited are also
committed toward the achievement of further ‘Environmental Excellence’ by adoption of the
widely acclaimed EMAS Principles of environmental management.
In making this statement, we recognise and accept our responsibility for any ‘Harmful Effects’
our operations may have on both the ‘Local and the Global Environment’, and as such we shall
continue to work toward reducing their overall adverse impact.
In support of these challenging commitments, compliance with our continually developing
management systems shall ensure the following statements are supported, implemented and
maintained throughout all aspects of our operations:
•

We shall continue to promote, monitor and support our ‘Staff Awareness’ to
environmental management and the reduction of any adverse impact our operations
may have through structured training and briefing programs.

•

We shall be committed to the minimisation of waste through the evaluation of our
operations and the efficient use of raw material, product and energy resource.

•

We shall work toward the minimisation of any ‘Toxic’ omission resulting from our
operations, our fleet of vehicles and / or any other plant and equipment we may own or
acquire under hire agreements.

•

We shall actively promote and encourage all forms of ‘Recycling’, through our own ongoing internal relationships as well as those with our clients and our supplier base such
that any waste product generated may be re-processed and subsequently re-used for
the betterment of the environment as a whole.

•

We shall continue to source and promote ‘Environmentally Friendly’ raw materials and
products that are in turn supported by structured ‘Regeneration Programmes’ aimed at
supporting the ecology of the environment in which we all live.

•

We shall also consider the application of supporting an accredited program aimed at
offsetting any ‘Greenhouse Gas’ omission that may be generated through all aspects of
our Company’s activities.

•

We shall continue to devise, monitor and report pre-determined ‘Indicators’ having
required / expected ‘Levels of Performance’, that when considered and compared to
previous levels of ‘Performance’ serve to confirm our on-going continual improvement
and the reduction of our ‘Environmental Impact’ as a whole.

Haigh Rail Limited shall encourage and expect similar levels of commitment and control from its
clients, and its supplier base.
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